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Georgia State College for Women, Miliedgeville, Ga^ Dec. 12, 1936.

Number 11

Regents Agree to Name Choral Group Dalies Frantz Billed
New Dorm Beeson Hall Sinp Handel's
January

m
ms:.*
'

By W.C.CAPEL

:V:-;',::;NATlbNAL'SCENE ' ,
For'most of us the election overshadowed the clash in the ranks of
•organized labor, a clash that
threatens to undo t h e slow and
painful gains made by labor to revive again the days of industrial
warfare. This clash is more in the
form of a division of labor's ranks
into two apparently irreconcilable
groups, those called craft unionists.
under the leadership of William
Qreen and those called industrial
unionists under the direction of
John L. Lewis, whose official capacity is the president of the
United Mine Workers. The difference is simple but fundamental.
The craft unionists, under Green,
feel that the best organization of
labor, in the best interests of all
concerned is^ an organization according to the craft in which the
i worker is engaged. For example,
all. the mechanics would organize,
;the;pipe fitters, the weavers, the
dyers; and each craft on down the
jlineV according to its particular

-. —

Oratorio Here

Gym Grant Formally
Accepted by Board;
PWA Papers Filed

REGISTRATION

X

---j

Skinner and Marmein
Future Features On
Entertainment List

Program to Include
Ma-iiy New Choruses

Wednesday, December 16
Freshmen wftT register at 2J
plm. in following group:
"Th^ Messjah" by Handel will be
January is still a long way off,
Home Economics majors-- sung by; the Miliedgeville CpmmuThe Board of Regents of the
measured
in terms, of interest, and
University System has indicated Chappel No. 7. .
nity Choral' Society in the Richard
between now and the first of the
Normal Diploma group—Li- B. Russell auditorium beginning at
that they will act in accordance
year, a lot of water will go over
brary basement.
4 o'clock .Sunday, December 13.
with the petition of the faculty
the
dam, or words to that effect.
v
Secretarial diploma group —
3
The'
Choral
Society
was*
organ-II
But just to make the coming back
here that* the new dormitory be Parks No. 10.
ized ija the fall of 1935 for the
a
little less difficult, look at this
m
named "Beeson, Hall." The dormi-.
A. B., B. S—Arts No. 20, 21. purpose of gying all of those peo-l 1
program of entertainment - which
Music majors—Arts No. 19.
tory will not be finished by the
pie whb wish to learn and sing the
will
be ready for you:
All other students will regis- choral wopks of the great comfirst of January,;, according to
January 13. Dalies' Frantz, pianearlier announcements, but it will ter in the main reading room posers an/opportunity 'to do so.
ist.
Described in his publicity ma[from 2 until 5 p.m.
The
Society
met
every
Thursday
terial as a "blond Viking."
be complete and ready for occuAll variations from schedule night for an hour's rehearsal from
January 19. Miriam Marmein,
pancy by the middle of the month. as made out in September must September to December when the
dancer. Now dancing with the
The annex to the dining room be approved by faculty advisor. choral work was to be given. This
revue
"Sunday Nights at 9" at the
A fine of $1.00 will be charg- year the organization repeated its
will be completed within* thfe next
Barbizon-Plaza, in New York.
ed for failure to register before ^'former program; by rehearsing evfew days but will probably not be leaving campus for holidays.
January 27. Cornelia Otis1 Skinery Tuesday night. The nucleus of
ner, in her original character
used until after Christmas holithe group is made up of G. Sv C.
sketches.. You; may have heard her
days.
W. girls and G. M. C. iboys. Howover radio. She is going to HollyDALIES FRANTZ
Work on the new gymnasium
ever, many citizens'of Miliedgewood in the spring to make a picville have taken advantage of the
will, in all probability, begin as
ture.
opportunity, offered. The singing
soon as the work on the new dorDalies Frantz is the second
of the Messiah has long been a
mitory is completed, according to
number of the concert series. Mirtradition at G. S. C. W. This year
an
announcement
made
by
Dr.
iam Marmein and Cornelia Otis
|F.-a?>,i:^-.-- ^4'^&fwslc:;-'>1XILV-;;.ikhe •" •'' istJtvpx^ f i e l d . O n t h e Wells. The new, building will be
an offering will be taken to help
Skinner will appear under the auIp^jqth'er^hand^ Lewis holds that the erected where the swimming pool
with necessary expenses. The folspices of the entertainment comite^lSest ^organization •:'> is • one .based how is.
lowing program will be given:
mittee, with admission free to all >
'
;
|?|:f||;u^h^the!''industry 'as .a. -whole. ;He ; The Board: of Regents formally
Reeit. (Tenor)—Comfort ye my
registered students.
f
|p;||p;leejs^ that;' an organization of all accepted the grant at the first of
.'• _. people.
G. S. C. W.'s program of enter||0|ll|lh^ imine, workers in one big .union the week; and filed the necessary
Air (Tenor)—Every valley shall be
tainment is attracting state-wide
lll®ii:;ra^er:;;than' a''dozen craft unions paper with PWA for $92,999.
v
exalted'.
attention. Helen Knox Spain, mu\based;on type.of work, js prefera-. Other improvements for , the
Chox-us-^-And the glory of the
sic' critic of the Atlanta Georgian,
'bierHe wants to organize the en- campus are scheduled to be started . The Home Economics • clubs of
Lord.
came to Miliedgeville to report the
im ;^tire«'••steel' industry into one big during the Christmas holidays. the 6th district met at G. S. C. W. Recti. (Bass)—Thus saith the Lord.
concert of Rose Bampton, and sevSeventy children of Miliedge!^ union and is now working in that Two rooms in Atkinson will be reAir (Bass)—But may abide the
eral Atlanta and Macon people
December
5.
This
district
organi^direction, steel being the great modeled for the office of the Y.
ville and vicinity were entertained have signified their intention of atday of his coming?
WlM ftesling ground of union strength.
W. C. A. Plans are to have a, cab- zation was begun in 1934 with the Recit. (Alto)—Behold, a virgin with a Christmas pa"rty by the tending the Dalies Frantz concert.
|Ttie resulting clash has led Lewis inet room and an office, accessible first meeting here. Last,year only
shall conceive.
If you and Johnny . can spare
sophomore class on Saturday after;|tb i t^ke the unions that support from the roof garden.
Air (Alto) and Chorus—O thou noon. The party this year is the time on Sunday night, December
K him,-which he calls the- C. I. D. JLJpon completion of the Y three clubs were represented/This that tellest good tidings. - '
20th, listen to Rose Bampton sing,
*(Gipmmittee on Industrial Organi-. headquarters the office now occu- year showed a decided increase Recit. (Bass)—For, behold, dark- second to be given by the class of ing on the General Motors program
: zatioh) out of the Green controlled pied by that organization will be with1 eleven clubs being representness shall cover the earth. '39 for the unfortunate children of at 9:00 p.m., E. S. T.
j^mericaii Federation of Labor. At turned over ta the College GovernAir (Bass) — The' [people that the community, and has become a
ed and 180 delegates present.
l|tte;; Miaimi, convention of that lat- ment association.
walked in darkness.
V
m |;'| t^'bodyi just -finished, the convent
The meeting began in the Little Chorus—For unto us a child is class tradition.
This year the children were enTheater at one o'clock with Ava- .
f/vtioh, ion-recommendation of Green,
born.
§:; yoteel to continue the indefinite
lona-Athon, president of G. S. C. Recit. (Soprano)—There were tertained from 2:30 until 4 o^lock
;
|;f suspension, of the Lewis; unions
shepherds abiding in the in i Terrell recreation hall The rec "It is sheer atheism to say God
W. club, presiding. The welcome
| ; father; than outright reading them
hall was decorated by a commit- has condemned us forever to
fields..
address was given by Miss McVey,
;;fe.out;;pfthe organization. Green stilt
Recit.'(Soprano)—And
lo!
the
antee whose chairman .was Mary murder each lother," stated Claud
head of the G. S. G^'W. Home Eco1
isjseHs.t0 compromise, basing his.
im
gel
of
the
Lord
said
unto
"Too little credit is given the nomics department, and the reBiles. The decorations were cen- Nelson, field worker for the Emerattemptsupon thoseof his idol,'
them.
young for \. their appreciation of
tered around a large Christmas gency Peace Campaign in answer
Samuel Gompers, first great labor
sponse
by
Joyce
Banner
of
EatonRecit.
(Soprano)—And
the
angel
to the theory that it is only human
serious music," says Dalies Frantz,
'•^!"';''-'iileader-'in^lAmericay:. Lewis, on; -the
tree
in
the
middle
of
the
hall.
.
said,
unto
them..
ton.
Lois
Perry
presented
an
acnature for men to war on each
r
distinguished young American
other hand, is a realist,! and sees
Every
member
of
the
sophomore
(Continued
on
page
4)'
other. ,
pianist, who will be heard here in cordion solo. Mrs. J. M. Morrey,
p,,Ai.:.,(.,;;|Mit;;-the.'interests;:of labor can be
class contributed directly to the Mr. Nelson, who works • mainly
recital in January. "The • talk of state adviser for student clubs,
|||pxserve^:;morp forcibly by a giant
playing down to them because they gave an address. A fashion broadparty by helping, to fill a stock- with college groups, spent Tuesday
y
| | | | ^ U ) h ' o f allthe industry,, affording
are spoiled by being saturated with
ing. Each suite in the dormitories night and Wednesday on the cam^fe|;a^far;more coherent' and.mobile
cast
was;
presented
by
the
Peabody
pus talking to different groups on
jazz is false! Instead, from the
«
lunit,'rather than by a number of
took
charge
of
one
child
filled
his
Home
Ec
club.
peace possibilities.
very start,, I have found that
'V.$ unions^within an industry. Those
Characterizing war as human
young audiences enjoy Bach, Bee- The delegates had lunch in the , The junior, class will present; a stocking with toy's, nuts; fruit, and
in| ihie more highly skilled' unions
' nature implies than human nature
thoven and the older masters. On tea room at one o'clock and a tour White Christinas program Monday candy.
'iside: with Green, those in the less
the other hand, look at their of the town' in the afternoon dur- morning in chapel, following the
The program for the afternoon is war-like says Mr. Nelson. Yet a
S skilled'unions side with Lewis. The
ready acceptance of the modern.-1
custom built .up by the class since included games and a skit in which fundamental tenet of' Christianity
|break!.i$ hardly apt to be healed
love to play 'before a college au- ing which they were shown places their freshman year. The purpese" ,Santa Claiis was introduced. Skeets is the changing of human nature.
;:ahd|jthei finish; fight in the labor
of historical interest.^
dience." \-'.'' 'V';
of the function is to help the less Morton, as Santa, distributed the Discussing whether or not the
vcaitnplseems to have begun.
All of which promises- mutual Those , clubs' represented were fortunate , of Miliedgeville. Each presents and was master of cere- tense economic situation of the
enjoyment, for from publicity re- .Forsythy''' Eatonton, •; Sandersvillo, member of the class will present monies for *the rest of the program. present day makes an armed truce
:(-^; NATIONAL SPORTS
ports and pictures, it: seems more Rentz, Gray, A. : L. Miller High some^gift of food, this to be dis- Before the children Went home, the best that can be hoped for as
^The';Wghable nature of post than reasonably certain that this (Macon), Lanier High (Macon), tributed through Mrs. Sallee of the they were served ice cream and a step toward peace, Mr. Nelson
v
./
crackers. The; program " was in stressed the fact that recognition
mm Reason; games in football impells college audience; is going to love Peabody (Miliedgeville), and G. S. local; Red; .Cross..' The program wil be as follows: charge of the program committee, of the community of interest bep ^ S j P column to look from here at having Frantz play for them. If
tween any two nations in the world
C.
Wi
There
were
also
three
repOrganV solo—Vallie Ehlpe. •" - headed by Mary Kethley. '
'lllltley^orl^^radlnent... Rivaling in any artist'should; understand ^col;
Solo-rBbrinie Burge.
, V - Those taking part" in.'.' the skit is strong enough for the foundaW S ^ f t p P ^ ^ - ^ ^: 1 * S i m P s o n w a s lege audiences, that man is Dalies resentatives: from Atlanta. ,
ReaitJing^Mary Louise Turner.; ; j were: Edith Crawford, Martha tiori of \peace. As^ an example he
^^||e|^nnonncerae nt • last. week.: that Frantz. He, himself, is not lav re? :;.':';The;ofte
GSith^*EVelyh AGilpoy; Mildred I «ay* * forty-eighVistktes;' of the
Slliipiuiurgh, ;'had. been' selected; as. moved from years on the campus ;Hbme$Economics^ ^club ;i^ere; ap Selectiori—-Choir.
ni n
also
M ' ^ t i o n a be |l|l||^%stern\represeiitation. to., meet at the .University of Michigan; pointed officersi-for the state :club •Reading^Mary! Frances 'Manning. Duncan,;and Marion Arthur. Light- U <> i **$
;
where; hegraduated v^^hv highest
I ^electibn^C^irk.|^;;i;^
;'in^;yiand; i ;make^u|:.^;A^
i^^^vi^®|:S?^^fe®^^SISS^ °*n' '
M & ^ b e a t e n f once tied ^Washi
;
;
:
:
;|Cohtinu;ed;;'6;ri;M|ia:ge;^
honors,'
?on piage 3)/
l;-h^n^VfeliieilEnioe^^'fef;;^
:bv:fVir^inia:; F6r b^sl'!:; lS;';;'^
liP»^l(eb'htintted';oi
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;ates of
H.ECluhsMeet
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Sophs' Party

Athon Is Appointed
State President

Class Entertains At
Annual Affair
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Peace Worker Leads
Campus Discussions

Students Approve
Good Music—Frantz
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Juniors to Observe \
White Christmas
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New Year's Resolution
For the Colonnade
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Collegiate Prattle

W

This week I depart from cam- : ,.,
of his pictures in exchange for
;pus keyholes to relay to you one
It is a good thing to stop, now
food. A masked.man buys his work of the best "true romances" I have
GOD'S MAN
and then to take stock—to evaluate
and gives him an odd paint-brush heard in many a moon. It. was ,
Lynd Ward
what has been done vand to make
given to me by one of this column's
for signing a secret paper.
Published Weekly During. School Year, Except During Holidays
plans for what is to be done. The Reviewed by MARY KETHLEY
Then the artist, goes out an.- the contact women out in the- empire
and Examination' Periods By The Students of The
end of a quarter seems the logi- Fantastic and grotesque are the
state of the South. The young,.
cal time" to look back over the ac- only words that, describe God's streets to paint. A crowd gathers lady is none other than Mildred,
complishments—or perhaps the at- Man, by Lynd Ward, a novel in around him and a rich man be- Watson,.editor of the 1936 Spec;
MILLEDGEVILLE, GEORGIA
tempts at accomplishments of. the woodcuts. Many children's stories friends him and auctions off his trum. It seems while on a motor
work. He takes the artist to his
Colonnade.
are told in pictures but thisi.isi the penthouse and gives him a studio. tour during, the.-, summer she met
Corner Hancock! and Clark Streets
Consulting the files shows that first novel for adults that.I have
Subscription1 Price $1-00 Per Year
in Carlsbad Caverns the one. man
editorially we have supported the ever seen, told, entirely in pic- There he meets "the mistress." . .;. last week she flew from New !'
When he sees a dollar mark; on
Entered) as second-class matter October 30, 1928, at the post ofconcert association; advocated the tures.
her shoulder and queries her about York City where she has been
fice, Milledgeville, Ga., under the; Act of March 3, 1879/'
continuance of Freshman-Junior
There is a certain advantge in
attending Columbia University, to ,;
Week as a tradition; submitted a this style. The reader, seeing only it, she laughs. The painter dashes
Griffin . . . and so they.were mar-':
plan for eliminating a preponder- pictures, can form his own opin- into the streets only to see policeEDITORIAL STAFF
ried,. . . and then flew to Seattle,
Evelyn Aubry ance of ichapel announcements; pro ion about certain details of the plot. men, prests, every man with a\ girl •Washington, where she will live.
Editor
Incidents that would take pages who resembles his- mistress. His Incidentally, he is a naval lieutenLucy Caldwell posed Thanksgiving holidays with
Associate Editor
Jeane Armour,,Mary Kethley ^Homecoming scheduled for another to write about and that would be emotions carry him away and he ant.
News Editors ....
date;, requested the .student body hard to write about can be told in attacks a policeman. After being: in
Feature Editor .
Marion Arthur
to take the mock election serious- one of two pictures. The novel, jail for a time, he escapes and
However, I need not go off the
Sports Editors
Sue Thomason, Betty Donaldson
ly,
and
later
inquired
the
wheretold in drawing, is much shorter, throws himself in the river, while campus for romance . . . the first
Exchange Editor
Jane Suddeth
abouts of the retm*ns; criticized and is able to leave out many others look in jeering. He is res- of; the seniors to become engaged.
Reporters—Helen Reeves, Peggy Tomlin, Helen Adams, Harriott: .the application of the point syscued by a country maid with whom this year is Mary Adams. It hapminor details.
Smith, Bonnie Burge.
tem; bemoaned chapel run-overs;
With all the above advantages he falls in love and marries. Then pened at the senior dance and
and
proposed
the
granting
of
speBUSINESS STAFF
there are many disadvantages. It the masked man comes on theMary floated on air all through a
cial
privileges
to
the
students
who
Business Manager
'., Betty Holloway
is not easy to always get the point scene again with the signed docu- nq-break with her fiance—her ring
make
the
Dean's
list.
sparkling very conspicuously.
Assistant Business Manager
Guynelle Williams
over to the reader. The drawings ment and demands payment.
In
answer
to
student
opinion
as
Now that the exam schedule has
Advertising Manager
Elizabeth Hulsey
must be clear cut and expressions
To
me
the
masked
man,
the
dolexpressed
in
the
editorials,
the
been posted and all the excitement
Advertising Assistants
Nell Smith, Catherine Lloyd
must stand out. Each picture
announcement plan was accepted should be able to tell a large part lar mark, and other signs are has died down about who's going
Circulation Manager
Betty Shell
symbols. The dollar mark means home when, I finally pushed my
and is now in use; the Thanksgiv- of the story.
Circulation Assistant
_.
Elisabeth Lucas
ing Homecoming plan will be submoney, society and good times.
way up to the bulletin board and
Lynd Ward in this woodcut
mitted to the vote of the student
God's
Man
is
a
good
book
in
found out that I too depart on
novel has, in my estimation, done
body in the Spring quarter; a
that
it
makes
you
think,
because
Friday via the Beauty Special . . .
a very good job with his draw; survey is being made on the camit
is
not
"dished
out"
to
you.
I
which
is bad on me, but good for
An editorial was published recently in the Colonnade ad- .pus of the students engaged in ing. His character is modernistic,
enjoyed
it
although
it
.was
fantasthe column, as some gossip should
yet not too modern to be able to
vocating the extending of special, privileges to the studnts
(Continued on page 4)
tic
and
grotesque.
be forthcoming en route. However,
discern what the characters are
who make scholastic averages necessary for the Dean's, list.
I'm not the only one who has dedoing. Their facial expression is
Catherine
Garmer
is.
teaching
at
This editorial was written and published, not just because
cided to stay over until Friday . {,. '
veiy good; fear, love, and desire
Buena Vista.
I hear that Catherine Malolry has
an editorial had to be written to fill up the special double colare clearly and easily seen.
just one exam to take . . . and that
EDITOR'S
NOTE:
All
letters
to
To get the full meaning of the
umn "spot" for the lead editorial of the week; it was written
Elise
Stanley
teaches
Latin
and
comes on Friday, a.m.!
in response to what seemed to be the opinion and the desire the editor must be signed, but sig- book, it has to be read at least History at Woodville.
natures will not be printed if so in- twice. The first time one. doesi not
Again I am indebted to my
of a rather; representative group.
dicated. Letters reflecting student usually think of the istory the austooge in the Biology 215 class .
Louise Ham is the assistant the nature study class was putting
opinion will be printed regardless thor is trying to tell but rather of
Furthermore, it was brought to the attention of the of whether or not the views'exthe pictures. The second time, principal of the Cascade school in on the usual programs that wind
staff that such a proposition would receive consideration from pressed are in accord with the edi- having once seen the pictures, Fulton county. She lives at 2171 up their quarter's work. One very
the administration if it were brought up. So the editorial ap- torial policy of the Colonnade. one is able to connect them andi fit Cascade Road, Atlanta.
enterprising group planned a proPlace
all
letters
in
the
mailbox
of
gram on "Curiosities' of Nature.""
peared in the .next edition—and nothing happened. There
the.story together.
the
Colonnade
in
the
hall
of
Parks
They were very mysterious about
Louise
Cobb
teaches
the
fifth
In the first part the hero, a
was little student comment and no commnt whatsoever from
or bring them to the staff room. struggling painter, tries to sell one grade at Vidette.
the contents of theirprogram prior
the administration—either pro or con.
to its presentation. . . .one of the
members of the class disappeared
So again we present the issue—that some privilege—un- Dear Editor:
The
subject
of
my
letter
to
you,
to bring in 'the chief attraction.
restricted week-ends, optional class attendance, a certain
is "Much Ado About Nothing,"
In View of the title of the program
number of class cuts or<some privilege of equal desirability be which could so aptly be called
and the fact that the chief attracextended to students who make the dean's list, this plivilege Sophomores and Health 215.
skirt. Sleeves formed the center tion turned out to be Mr. Stokes; ;
. By BETTY DONALDSON
to apply during the quarter) following the placing of the stu- We're not appealing for just'ee; To choose just a few specimens of attraction on, many dresses; Dot it. is I who am mystified now.
we're worse than the freshmen— out of the many beautiful dresses
Special • notice: Will the two girls
dents' ^ame on the list.
just wondering what it's all about. at the Senior Chirstmas dance de- Meadows leg-o'.-mutton sleeves who consumed fifteen doughnuts
The fall quarter ends this week—examinations will be The indignity of having to imwere most effective on her dress of
in Culver-Kidd's one after
completed by Friday. After the report cards are sent out, the personate among other things a fies all powei*s of discrimination. black taffeta. Her dress had large •apiece
noon during the past week; come
look at the wisps of festive
Dean's list will be compiled; it will be posted on the bulletin mosquito, an elephant, a kangaroo, To
black
velvet
flowers
embossed
on
by; the office of the Campus
draperies that were worm and to be
board,;, it wll doubtless appear-in the Colonnade; news sto- a duck, a cow (you should see us able to pick out one, two, or even it in unexpected, places, and was theater. Mr. Adams is very desirries will be sent home informing the town papers that an- us chewing the cud) the zoo and a half dozen dresses that outshone finished off. with red velvet flowers ous of rewarding such a f e a t . . .
whole barnyard, not to men- all; others would be an ideal situaother "local girl has made good"—all of which furnishes the
worn in her hair and at-her neck. he says he admires the two young
tion prehistoric animals and those tion and also the means of. saving
The glory and sweetness of life ladies- immensely but doesn't envy
practically no, stimulus to the student who could, have made of the future is not so bad as comdress reviewer a lot of inde- were not. confined to the, seniors them a whit!
the. Dean's list by a little more work but saw no reason for pared to having to learn fifteen the
Edna Eppes Lattimore has quit
cision. But nothing so simple fell by a long shot. Margaret Fowler
straining a point. In our opinion, granting privileges to different definitions of health ed- my lot. Into a single column num- and Margaret Bracey shared hon? her siren- role of late and has gone
Dean's list students would make the attaining of the neces- ucation.
bers of dresses must be condensed. ors with the seniors. Margaret in for sweetness and light. . . even
Dear
editoi',
wht
can
we
do?
That is a most unhappy situation Fowler's Queen. Elizabeth collar of advocating- that i t is love that
sary average sufficiently desirable for the student to put out
:
We're still wondering wht health because several volumes could be
white lace topping her black vel- makes the - world' go round'-and'
the extra work!
education is.
makes kings abdicate thrones;
used in trying to describe those
It can be retorted—and usually is—that rewards should Then there is the question of impossible little bow-knpt sleeves vet was fetching. Bracey was Nomination for the-person-I'd:
wrapped up in black velvet too,.and
not be given for doing what one should.do anyway. But, even noebooks, or how much bull you on Juliette Burrus' dress. The looked very, much like she, had like-to*be-this-week: Dot Meadors;
if students1 work to- make the Dean's list to enjoy the privi- can string.. The object is to fill up dress was of pink satin, fitted, with just stepped out of an old fashion? who celebrated- her twenty-first
leges—they work and they make the Dean's list—cer- •the blank pages—what one says a V-neck and those fascinating ed cameo. Her peach.flowers worn birthday by receiving a- box con- ,
on those pages'doesn't matter, but
tainly a desirable effect. It's very logical—if they slow up in if your handwriting is not elastic puffed sleeves made open work by at the neck of, her dress and in her tailing twenty-one '• ' presents.
tying themselves into knots.;;,
hair made the costume look just Twenty-one!- No less M even count- /.
their work, they won't make the Dean's list, and will auto- enough, to1 stretch and fill ..but the
ed:'em.
'
/
Mary Peacock's dress; of green, right..
last line on the last page in that
, matically lose the privileges.
Since
weeks
and
*
weeks
have
Mary Adams looked Ginger Rogsilver, black and red candy-striped
There remain two quarters of the scholastic year—the section left for "notes," one's grade faille
was startlingly original. The erish in bright blue satin . . . . Ala elapsed since'the journalism class
seems
to
suffer
accordingly.
put but the paper and made my
ideal time for testing such a plan. This amount of time is
However, this is not always an stripes went neither this way nor Joe Brewton's Juliet cap, headress, column "unique" in that Joan Butample for testing the possible abuse of privileges granted and infallible rule, as evidenced by the that way but inclined a little to the; or what-not, was most attractive
also for determining what effect the possibility of granting fact that one Health 215 class al- other way. A V-neck and swing . . . RedvThaxton was around in. a lerfs name was menttion|ed—perhaps it is safe' to mention that
privileges will have on student scholastic averages in gen- most unanimously received F's onskirt were complemented by a nar- good looking black velvet... .Elea- young lady's name again; Anyhow
nor Swann was dressed in black
eral; .One: quarter would not be sufficent- time to test the their notebooks for this quarter. It row black velvet sash.
Slinky, decollete velvet found an glazed chintz with, daisies on her —this is too good to keep. Joan got
plan in that it would not be long enough to see if those who •seems that overnight A and B stu- exponent in Myra Jenkins. She dress and. in her hair . . . Evelyn up pat day bust, the other day to/
became F students. Maybe
go! to church; and venturing ; out
received some privilege* after the first quarter used it in the dents
it's just a part of that new educa- wore coronation blue with a lei Gilroy's dress of crimson satin was <intp: the dark;; found ; that it^ was-second to the detriment of their standing; nor would one, tional revolution -we're always forming the neckline. Brilliants captivating, especially the huge
bow that was situated at a strater Nearer: day bust, than'Ashe/ ha*
quarter be long enough to estimate whether the. possibility Hearing about, or maybe just have were worn at neck and belt.
point in the back... ••. . Sue Planned. Some what!', alarmed;, a t theof obtaining some special privilege, would act as; a sufficiently that cei'tain something we've al- Minnie Allmond took the laurels gic
both figuratively and literally Thomasson's white moire! dress inky condition of the\tm6sphere/i'
powerfuii stimuiant oil the student body to justify its grant- ways longed' for. Dear editor, I ap- speaking. Her gold and silver trimmed in fur merits two or, three she ventured as, fait:as^ih^«ojirtv :
peal to you as a person of sagacihouse; ;andj found she;; war'a; Whole in
# ! . ' : . ' : ••/''
'
' r ; ' ty,; do you thing it might help if tiara of laurel leaves substantiated 1gold stars. And thus ad infinjitup
;
hour-ahead* of herself •;••.; .v iti beiiigi';
this
could.
run
far
into
the
.dozens
the
Greeks
'idea
of
writing
poems
This, then.'is the time to act . . . again, we present the wej invested in those ten easy lessix| Q?clo«ik|,in§teadi of seven«asJ she ft
1
that occult about, them; > Her'-•'..dressy, was of .of columns ;".>... butmayjb^^
petition that the administrative officers consider seriously soijs' in how to develop
[liad^ho^giitl;;:;,:'.^
,;\ ^
•.^i^fii
i
quit,
prodding
the
typewriter.•<'
the;
:
raspberry
.satinwith
short
puffed'
v
v
1
'power?
;
';•','•
';v
'
'
.^°]^JfH*
feCblonnad
elielmafii
theil^ssibility of granting some special privilege to those
Meeyes, low cut back and a full column will stop automatijeaijy.|; i

Keyhole Kitty

More About Privileges

Letter to the Editor

m

Dress Parade

ip« ;:

A SOPHOMORE - ;

We continue our news of those
Mildred- Almand has charge of
The Vesper choir has been steadgraduates
whose
classes
plan
rethe
fourth grade at. Winterville. •
Of all the times in the world
ily receiving praises on its performances last Sunday night. A unions in June, 1937, giving space
when there are absolutely no
Elsie James teaches high school
very great many people showed a this week to the class of 1930.
"cute" or "bright" remarks, this
mathematics at Douglas.
(Continued from page 1)
"community" feeling by attending
must be it. Christmas holidays have
Allie
Bell
Brooks
is
teaching
in
evidently started in most schools. in the Rose Bowl. Immediately the the service.
•Eugenia Scroggin teaches-the
It is hoped that this Sunday the primary grades at Ideal, Ga.
Never have I seen such a complete iSports writers, especially those in
fifth
grade at Sargent* Ga.,
afternoon as many people will atlack of anything-worth quoting, but the South, rent their -hair and
Ruth Hightower is teaching in
tend the Messiah which will be at
maybe. I shouldn't talk so — my shouted in the immortal tones of
Ruth Moore lives at 27 N..
Americus. Her address is 205 Col4:00.
Yussell
Jacobs,
"we
wuz
robbed."
column is just as bad all the time.
: Thornton avenue, Dalton. . She.
Fall activities were brought to lege street.
Particularly loud and long were
teaches the fourth grade there.
The exams that are on the way I Anyway, it will be this time—so the wails from Louisiana where a close Thursday night with meetPearl Whelchel teaches in the
havei'not put a quietus on the avid mark my words, I warned you. the population of L. S. U. still suf- ings of the various committees.
Edith Frye teaches the thirdarchers who entered the telegraph- However, I have found a few fers from Longitis. The funny part We hope that after Christmas even intermediate grades at Chicamaugrade at Clarkesville.
ic tournament in archery. Mary things that might interest faintly of it all is that the scribes are more people will participate in the ga, Ga.
Batchelor, Epps : Latimore, Grace, a few of you. So here goes.
now busy pointing out, what a flop group discussion of committees. As
Mrs. C. H. Lansdell> who was-.
The third and fourth grades at
Shippey, Emily Cheeves, and Carof a football team is this Pitts- college women we have more than Marshallville are under the super- Sara. Cook, lives in Hazlehurst
.
ol Pryor compose the maim team. Boyibus kissibus sweeta girolum,,. burgh crowd, how terrible the se- an opportunity; we have an obligavision
of
Louise
Rice.
Our end of the contest has been Girlibus, likibus wanta someorum, lection was, et cetera adl nauseum. tio to be intelligent about • world
Montine Gilbert may be reached ,
played; off with Epps coming off Poplibus hearibus lauda smackorum
When it was assumed. that this affairs, industrial and race relaLucille Simpson teaches at Rock- at. 512 Lakeshore Drive, N. E.,.
with the high: score. She scored Kickabus boyibus outa the doorum. same Pittsburgh would be the op- tions in the South and other as
Atlanta. She teaches, the second;
mart.
—Davidsonian.
170 from 96 arrows. The returns
ponent for Alabama in the Sugar vital subjects.
grade.
from the other contestants will
The student body made gratiBowl, they were then the "logical"
' Frances Smith teaches the first
come.: in, Saturday afternoon. For F lunk
team, truly representative of fying response to the call for do- grade at Leslie, Ga.
Alice Bulloch is teaching a t .
the benefit of the. indiscriminating L ate hours
Eastern football. If the Sugar nations recommended by the Red
Brooks, Ga.
many who didn't read the column U Unexpected company
Bowl is an equal of the Rose Cross.
Marion
Harrison
teaches
in
the
last week the tournament is con- N not prepared
Claud Nelson of the Emergency
Bowl as the writers claim, then
ducted something like this: The K icked out.
Peace Campaign was a guest of Martha Lester school in Augusta. - Edith Clanton teaches the fifth:,
Why isn't Pittsburgh just as good a
She lives at 1704 Walton Way.
grade in the N. H. Ballard school;
, Columbia, round system is used.
The above is an explanation for representative for the latter? The the "Y" this week. He spoke to an
at Brunswick.
20 arrows at 50 yards,, 24 arrows
open meeting of Cabinet, Commiswhich I have long- waited.
whole business of post season
Dale
Hamrick
is
located
at
Fairat 40 yards* and 24 arrows at 30
sion and Council Tuesday'night on
—Campus Comments*.
games in a travesty on the
Helen Leggett is teaching' in^
yards were used. The three convital aspects of war and peace in mount this year.
name of. sport. All writers agree
Waycross. Her address is 516 Mc-,.
testants: G. S. C. W., G. S.iW. C,
A hick town is a place where if they do not settle championships. the world at the present moment.
Both
Dorris
Lindsey
and
Inez
Donald street.
\
and-;.the. University, started the a citizen wants to scratch, why he
On Wednesday morning he met
All writers agree that they have with some classes and with mem- Black are teaching in the second
shooting, simultaneously and will hauls out and scratches.
no particuar reference to thebers of the International Relations grade, the former at Toomsboro
communicate the results when they
—Normanlite.
comparative merits of football in club. Further peace work will be and the latter at Rossville.
are compiled. The beginners will
separate sections of the country.
play their, round as soon as the ad(Continued from page 2)
Dean Morgan of Norman Junior One naive reason given is that it can*ied on by the World Affairs
Vesta
Merritt,
who
received
a
vanced group has been finished.
ing New Year's resolutions I> shall
College says that a diplomat is a affords the boys a nice trip! committee.
normal
diploma
in
1919
and
returnman who remembers a woman'a Goody, goody, all they have to do Plans are being made for a new ed to receive her B. S. degree in have to comply . . . I hereby- resolve to dig up more and better
"Y" office in which we believe
If you. remember back in the)birthday but not her age.
is train from now until Christmas there will be considerably more 1930, is teaching in the high; school dirt—who- knows—I may strike
dark ages—say around Thanksgivday, ride to the coast, train vig- room for gymnastics than our pres- at Willacoochee.
"pay dirt" some day. Incidentally,
. ing time—you will probably have
orously there (no playing about, ent place of abode. It will have an
that resolution came from a thora vague recollection of having You can always tell a senior
boys, that isn't in the contract!) adjoining conference room that will
Camilla Hutchinson teaches Eng- oughly chastened Kitty. One of the
heard something about skating. ByJ his strut around the town;
and then play the! game, load back probably be used for other organi- lish at Moreland.
staff members has a cousin who is
But we haven't heard, a roll since. You can always tell a freshman
on. the train and return to school, zational meetings as well.
a freshman in a Northern co-eduWhat's, the. matter? Skating is a Byi his foolish looking frown;
Frances
Cason
has
charge
of
the
fresh and eager to "resume?" their
cational university. Said'cousin on
A committee working on possible
grand remedy for avoidance' of that 'Yoj.i.can alway s tell a junior
studies. If that's what the game speakers for the winter quarter ex- first grade at Dearing.
receipt of a copy of the Colonnade,
future shadow . . . and you don't By! his bearing, dress and such;
is for, it would be easier to give pects to have a favorable report to
wrote back that the paper wasn't
have, to own skates to skate. The You can always tell a,sophomore—
Martha Bass is teaching at Adel. bad . . .' in fact, all it needed was
each boy a free trip to California make immediately after the ' holiassociation will be more than glad But you can never tell him much.
as a bonus for a season's success, days.
a good- dirt columm.
to supply you,with a genuine new
—Technique.
but leave off the game.
pair. Of course a small down pay, mentwill be necessary, but even if
you skate every day, you don't
??
That's an idea! Instead of subget the skates.with that down pay• •
sidies why not free trips to Cali(Continued from page 1)
ment and some more each time.
9 9
fornia? Let's everybody go.
The library Christmas display
The December meeting of the ada
N. B.—This space is reserved for
The whole excuse for the game
mentioned:
in.a recent Colonnade is
"In the next war," says Mr. NelWhat about a bicycle trip next the usual little ditty derived from is the money involved. There is High School student teachers was
now
showing
in the Beeson Readweek,, and let's take our lunch the Mercer Cluster each week. no other plausible reason for it, and held in Dr. Little's classroom on son, "there will be no non-combating room; There are available
along. You need no other incentive Sump'n must have happened to that being the case, leaves out en- Tuesday afternoon. The program ants. Everyone will be conscripted
included resumes from each depart- or directly affected through propa- mimeographed, lists of books suitthan, food, to have any senior them.
tirely any relation to'the realm of
ment in the high school of the ganda, lowered standards of living, able for Christmas- gifts for- all
chaperoning you on and off cameven our tattered definition of
personalities. On display, too, arepus, ride. The- bikes- are in good
Students.at the University of amateur sport. Since the South work being done. Student teachers and bombardments. War is now a several tables of books and' a tacondition and will put you: in one, Akron are; fined five cents-for be- feels that its feelings have been had expressed a desire to have an social problem."
ble showing attractive Christmas:
overview of the work done there in
if you. would only try them once.-, ing late to class.
grossly hurt by this studied insult
wrappings.
order to see efforts of integration
Riding around, campus is fun, but
—Johnsonian.
on the part of west coasters, and attempted.
Miss Betty Ferguson wishes to
it sorta cramps your style—huh?.
NORTHERN west coasters too,
announce that any member; of the •
The Committee of High School
The monthly G. S. C. W. proThen take my suggestion and tour
The Rio Grande Cardinal reports ] why not extend the playing season
Rental Library may have the privithe country.
'
of a survey recently held at Haver- in the South on until Christmas, Teachers has operated this quarter gram was broadcast from WSB, lege of checking out a book for the=
ford. It revealed that 101 radios then have a big tournament in •in order to allow student" and December 9, at 3:00. The following whole of Christmas holidays for-'
Just suppose:••) you were: on a were possessed, by their 300 stu- five of the major cities of the critic . teacher's- in the training progi*am was given:
ten: cents.
Dr. Harry Little, head of Departship headed for Cuba—maybe you dents. The dormitory with the South during Christmas week. Let school'to realize common problems
would take a turn;or;three around most radios led'the rest in intel- Alabama, L. S. U. play in New and possible solutions. It has met ment;, of Education—"Girls Must
the deck, and maybe you would ectual grace. The Haverford ra- Orleans, Duke and Tennesse in under the faculty supervision of Work."
play deck tennis. We're not on our dio ; dealers were quite elated: the Knoxville, Tech and Tulane in At- Miss English, Miss Burfitt, and Dr. Music—Trio.
Little.Trio in G Major—Haydn.
way to Cuba> but we; have' got the psychologists merely puzzled.
lanta, tjeorgia and Auburn in
Andante.
deck tennis. It takes' skill, and you
—Johnsonian.
Above Miller's. 10c StoreBirmingham and. then let them! alhave to be quick onv your feet.
Finale.
122 S. Wayne St.
ternate and play each other in anCome on down, you nimble footers,
Trio in G Major—Mozart.
Many a girl has been placed in other city, moving about say for
Phone 215
and treat,yourself to a.swell game.. an expensive, setting because, some
Allegro.
"We
dye
shoes any color to
ten days, alternating cities. Then
The Reconnaissance club spent
Maybe* some one; would'-•< like- to rich guy thought she was a jewel.
Allegretto.
to match your, dress"
everybody would see football (oh, the afternoon of December 6 on a
challenge Dr. Cornelius to a game —Los Angeles; Junior; Collegian.
Cello—Max Noah.
yes, everybody would be required survey of the kaoline mine between.
or two . . . In' understand he is
* Violin—Frank D'Andrea.
to go, especially Louisiana) and Milledgeville and Sandersville. Mr.
going to Cuba.. . . and I have a»
Piano—Mildred Smith.
"In the Eskimo • language. "I between halves the announcers
C. B. Hutchison is: the-manager for
sneaking notion he'll need some love'' is 'unifgaernaturelalfgugiourDirector—Nelle Womack Hines.
WOOL GIRLS' SPECIAL AT
could give latest details on Wally the Ohio Champion Paper Compolishing; up on the game.,
cmfwetaoinshrdlu.' (That's no, lie, and Eddie, and, all, the money could
pany.
it's right before me: in black and go: to providing scholarships for
After the return to Milledge"Shack" Reddick burst through white). Pehraps this is why Esthe brillianp. Phi Beta Kappas, who ville the club was entertained at
with a very commendable; article kimos i*ufr noses when* they make
All methods of permanent wav;
'incidentally play football' in be- the Hutchison home with a disin the A. F. C. W. Sportlight—No- love;
DRUGS
ing and, end curls*,'Also everytween, sessions with Integral. Ca- play of Mexican articles and with
vember issue. This paper is main. —Technique.
thing in beauty culture...
' cuius. That would fix this post motion pictures made by the. cour
Milledgeville, Ga.
tained, by.; „ and t for A.;-: F. C; W.,
PHONE: 389
'
season business) up just-dandy, and pie on their trips through Mexico
niembers and" features- articles from
;
then, everybody would know which and various parts of the states.
every college ; that is a member.
ischool-was the best. The winner hi
Shack's topic was "Annual Halthe most games would automatilowefen CaraiyaL. Attracts All
cally'become the best school and
SELECT YOUR CHRISTMAS
Campus Groups." '
The "Ahmus, Papyrus""was disbe;:
entitled
to
t
ranking.
Our, last; chance to thank: (you
op
m tne
Iti; ', ButruYia.x*i2;ecI. the different cussed by' Miss1. Alice: Napier, at
''•..••' ". GIFTS AT. " , ';
American Association; of Colleges
foil
your • patronage. Two stores
•projects,; that the organization, the: meeting of the Mathematics
andjr Universities, and. if they
to serve-your-XInionipeptjtStorc!
snonjsoredy, and, only goes.j$o remind clubt on December' 4. The meeting
weren't given; that ranking,'then,
and* Chandler's Variety Store.
;^us>';niyJmi^
.,tir|e-; all, of was ;held at the home'of Miss Sara
BOTTLES
By>,George,
we'd'
secede
from
the
<\
Nelson, ,;;'-'':.':.;.-'-;-',; •
*:us-i'diid;.)lave;,S:^.,
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! WOMEN ARE FUNNY," SAYS
This Time Last Year
IIUALLY SARCASTIC GA.TECHMALE

Seein' the Cinemas

Goya had competely charmed a
capacity audience with her recital
of: Spanish dances. The group of
harp soloes by Beatrice Buford was
very well received, too.
Mrs. Helen Granade Long, Mrs.
Max Noah, Vaughan Ozmer, and
AYalter Herbert were/presented as
soloists by the members of the
Milledgeville Community Choral
Society in the oratorio, "The Messiah."
An exhibit was on display in the
library in observance of the 40th
anniversary of the English Bible.

"GOSH! MEN ARE FUNNY," STATES
VERY SARCASTIC MISSOURI CO-ED

, The Campus will probably have
its capacity audience on Monday
; ; By A Tech Engineer
By A Missouri Co-ed
CAMPUS PASS
Wemien are the'., creatures. that
and Tuesday as not even exams
EXAM SCHEDULE
Men are , what, women marry.
ensnare men into that so-called
have the attractionof 'Clark Gable
They have two feet, two hands and
s/.:#<
The fre'e pass to the Campus
siavery-rniarriage. They have two
and Joan Crawford in "Love on the
Tuesday, December 15
sometimes two wives, but never
treater
for
the
best
story
of
the
I/feet, # o hands; a husband or. two,"
Run," with Franchot Tone in purmore than one idea at a time.
8:30-10:30—Biology 100.
r
arid a' head chock full of ideas— week goes to Bonnie Burge for
suit. Joan, an heiress from a long
Like Turkish cigarettes, men
Chemistry 100
her feature , story entitled
niwie of them good.
line of heiresses,; leaves a nobleare
all make alike; the only differl's;!*- *Au* A
Physics 100
: / Though having been -credited "Movie Idea of Newspaper Of•
man at the altar, bumps into Gable
11:10- 1:00—9:30 classes not ence being that some are disguised
; with ."infinite variety" by .poetic fice Shattered by Visit." The ocon her way out, whereupon Gable,
scheduled e 1 s e - better than others. Generally
• soulst women are essentially the casion of the story was the visit
a reporter, • bumps! into, the: biggest
speak-ing, they are divided into
where.
•same—though slightly disguised of the Journalism dass to The
scoop in headline history.
three
classes: husbands, bachelors'
2:00- 4:00—Mathematics 100/
wider, layers of cosmetics. Gener. jflacon Telegraph. According to
Wednesday's picture, quite apand widowers. An eligible bachelor
2:10'.classes
propriately titled "The Lady From
V ally speaking they rea divided into the story, a good many illusions
is a mass of obstinacy entirely,
Wednesday
,
Nowhere" stars Alice Day, who
ithree classes : wives, old maids, of pounding-the-desk , editors,
surrounded
by suspicion. Husbands
8:30-10:30—English A
;TW G. S'. C. W.-G. S. W. C.must be the lady from nowhere, as
:and widows. A wife , is what is tearing-their-hair managing edare of three varieties: prizes, surEnglish 100
$&
; known colloquially as the "ball and itorsi::"and happy-go-lucky re- crusade had been launched in the we have never heard of her. Howprises, and consolation prizes.
8:30 classes.
ever, there are the usual Wedneschain." An old maid is one who, porters were shattered, i The columns of the Colonnade.
Making a husband outj of a man
11:00- 1:00—Humanities 200.
M5
day reasons for going to <the
'.having failed to entrap a man, tells feature was the same published
is one of the highest plastic arts
2:00- 3:00—Health 200.
show.
'the world she "never wanted to in the Telegraph.
known to civilization. It requires
Health 215.
marry anyway—marriage is' no
If you are still here on Thursday
science, sculpture, common sence,
Thursday
/'good.'''; \
and Friday, you can see Dick
8:30-10:30—Social Science 100. faith, hope and charity—especially
v Making a wife of the modern contract.'
Powell (plus a moustache), Joan
charity.
3:10 classes.
: woman is hot an art—it's an imposBlondell,
Warren William, Frank 11:00- 1:00—Social Science 200.
She will nag him to take her 'to
It is a psychological marvel that
• sibilityy It requires a miracle—and the burlesque—then when he finally ' T h e G. S. C W. Concert Orches- McHugh in "Stage Struck" . . .
a
soft,
fluffy, tender, violet-scent2:004:00—11:10
classes.
. t h e age of miracles is past, so they gives in against his better judg- tra, under the direction of Frank another, Berkeley Busby musical
ed,
sweet
little thing like a woman
Friday
D'Andrea,, was heard in its first comedy.
v,::say.4','
ment and'takes her, she upbraids
should enjoy kissing a big, awk8:30-10:30—12:00 classes.
' I t is a masculine weakness that him for trying to ruin her reputa- concert Monday at chapel time.
ward, stubby-chinned, tobacco-andThe string section of the orchestra
a
n
y
^self-respecting
man
should
tion. If he tells her that he doesn't
bay-rum-scented thing like a man.
^w
v. enjoy: the sensation of kissing a dab like, the tomboy type she goes to has been organized for several
If you flatter a man it fright• of-lipstick smeared over some the other extreme putting on her years. The woodwind and brass
ens
him to death, and if you don't
"soft, tender, dainty, little thing's clinging-vine act, and if he says sections have been added .this year
you bore him to death. Ifl you per(Continued from page 2)
lips. It'si advertised as kissproof, that he likes, them a little; more and rounds out the orchestra in all
mit him to make love to you, he
extra-curricular
actv'ities
in
anbut the-women always leave their modern she turns into a hoyden- dimensions. The addition affords
gets
tired in the end—and if you,
:^;A
many more possibilities as to re- Training for camp leadership swer to the criticism of the point
trademark. *
don't he gets tired in the beginish tomboy. If they're dumb they
will become "a defimite part of the
If you dine her on caviar, she try to cover up by'acting intellec- pertoire . and musical effects. Two college program following the pro- system. No move was made in ning.
major concerts are planned duranswer, to the editorial advocating
will turn- right around and walk tual, and if they are intellectual,
m.
ing the remainder of the year. curing of a site on Lake Burton in granting special privileges to those •If you believe him in every'off with the first guy. who feeds they play, dumb.'
thing, you soon cease to interest
Several appearances in nearby North Georgia for a G. S. C. W.
students making the Dean's l i s t - him, and if you argue with him,
her,two cents worth of applesauce.
camp.
Activities
will
begin:
during
Gosh! Women are funny.—Tech- towns are also being planned. Emconsequently, we are again run- you soon .cease to charm him. If
She keeps talking about the pernique.
: ,'•. ••
ma Lloyd Jenkins is president of the summer with the enrollment
ning
an' editorial on this question you believe all he tells you, he
;• feet "platonic", friendship but if
the orchestra. The personnel is as quota set at fifty girls—these.girls
yb«i drop the soft soap and treat
thinks you are a fool; and if you
will be below college age. Present in the current issue.
follows:
\her; as a pal she becomes hurt or
Several letters to the editor don't, he thinks you are a cynic.
plans
include
for
ten
students
to
First violins: Elizabeth Ledbeti-spre.^.'
•,'•.'••'.:''
take the course—two six-weeks have been received and px'inted
If you wear gay colors and rouge
(Continued frpm page 1)
She keeps harping on frankness, Recit. (Soprano)—And suddenly ter, Decatur; Emma Lloyd Jenkins, terms will be be held.. Faculty during the quarter. Such expres- and a startling hat, he hesitates to
Columbus; Catherine Cox, Mil/ M e n : C l a r k ; G a b l e tries a little there was with the angel.
sion is the surest evidence to the take you out, and if you wear a
ledgeville;
Margaret
Weaver, members from G. S. C. W., in costaff that the student body recog- little brown hat and a tailor-made
cave-man,stuff on the heroine, but Chorus—Glory to God.
Ducktown, Tenn.; Olive Meadows, operation with students sent by Dr.
nizes-the attempts of the paper to outfit, he takes you out and stares •
ryou promptly get your f^ce slapped Air (Soprano)—Rejoice greatly, 0
Milledgeville; Laurette Bone, Mil- Thomas Alexander from New Col:
I'b;
;if ypu;vtry the same. ; .
reflect student opinion. Although all evening at the women in gay
daughter of Zion. A #
$rt(y;A
ledgeville; Eugenia Shi, Milledge- lege of Columbia will make up the
necessarily
operated . b y a small colors, rouge, and startling hats."
;::; She keeps Varying on frankness, Recit. (Alto)—Then shall the, eyes
staff.
• v i l l e . •• •'" - ••• . : - • ' •
• - ' • • ' '•;,'"
,;
group, the Colonnade represents
: butish^/W^
when
• of the blind be opened.
If you join him in his gayeties
It is the purpose of Dr. Wells
Second violins: Josephine 'Bone,
: it's';complimentary to her. ' '•"••", Air (Alto)—He shall feed his flock
the entire group—to represent ac- and approve of his smoking he
Milledgeville; Frances Nunn, Jef- arid Dr. Alexander to so operate,
;f• iShe'sv a proponent of goodl
curately the student body at large, swears you are driving him to the
like a shepherd. '"••••..'
ferson; Mary Stokes, Gordon; Ka- the camp as to keep costs down, to
i -sportsmahship,;, yet.'• will blissfully \ Air (Soprano)—Come unto Him.
to
bring to light problems of inter- devil; and if you don't approve of
tie Rogers, Gainesville; Catherine an absolute minimum and place
1
est to the campus in general in his smoking and urge him to give
P use flowers one man sends her as Pastoral Symphony.
Greene, Macon; Margaret Booth, within financial reach of all. Miss
; aids; in winning another.
editorial
comment, to maintain an up his, gayeties; he vows, you want
Chorus—Behold the Lamb of God. Cocoa, Fla.
Rosbel Burch, Miss Billie Jennings,
I^IS
s She (is never herself — always Air (Alto)—He was respised and
unbiased news policy—that is the to reform him. If you are the clingViolas: Beatrice Sirmons/ Iron Miss Willie Dean Andrews will
trying
to
be;
a
composite
of
her
Colonnade's New Year's Resolution. ing-vine type,, he doubts if you have:
5*fcA:
rejected.
City; Martha Zachry, Milledgeville; work with the project as well as
ideals:-- usually the glamorous Recit. (Tenor)—Thy rebuke hath
a brain; and if you are a modern, ,
Frances Pendleton, Gate City, Va. other members of the faculty here.
8
^screen..star.,She wears her hair like
advanced, and independent woman,
broken His heart.
_
The site which has been settled
Cellos: Grace Talley, Villa Rica,;
I'^JSft'i.f.c. A.A''A
I U / c v'r' -'••:•-- (! .'•'•-T - ,-; '.; • ^ner-talksv like Vanother—trolls her Air
he doubts if you have a heart. If
(Tenor)—Behold, and ,see if Florence Nunn,, Bostwick; Mr. Max upon will make available several
J ijfi^M ••;:;-.; <:-w1
jeyes^ke;'another—walks
or
struts
there be any sorrow.
1
hundred; acres for camping activiNoah, Milledgevile. /
A pianoforte recital was pre- you are silly, he longs for a bright
|like(vjanpther--ea-ch iri itself looked Chorus—Worthy is the Lamb.
Double Bass: Eula Baye Chas- ties. While the college will own sented in chapel Thursday morning mate; and if you are brilliant and
: good;ion,; the original—but on her Quartet—Since by man came death.
intellectual, he longs for a playonly sufficient space for the camp by pupils of Mrs. Wi H. Allen.
tain, Waycross.•;...
'••• Chorus—Hallelujah! ••••'/
K||^;y-:^ r r i b l e ; ' ; • ; : . ; ' ' / A - •!'''/••'•••
mate.
If you are popuj|ar with other
Flutes: Miss Fannie B.. Mc- itself, permission has been obtainThe program is following:
^o^^-:;can1!t.;is'epin.;vto realize that
Soloists: Mrs. Helen Granade Clure, Milledgeville.
ed to use surrounding territory. Valse Vive - r Fontaine — Olivia men, he is jealous; and if you are
eyerythihg .a guy says under rf Long, .Soprano; Mrs. Max, Noah,
not, he hesitates to marry a wall- •
Clarinets: Sue Lindsey, IrwinEnrollment will probably be Strickland, .Ruth Jimmerson; .
summerA iinoon isn't true the next contralto; Vaughan Ozmer, tenor; ton; Martha Daniel, Milledgeville. opened
immediately
following To the Rising Sun—Torjusson; flower. Gosh! Men are funny.—•
.:^*y7;^-:S?»/JC7^€^^,^"«^y^--;'-credit to the Charles White/ bass; Mrs. W. H. Bassoon: Virginia Ann Holder, Christmas holidays' and the first Etude Melodique—Raff — Marion Technique.
surr^Mingsr for most of his pret- Allen, piano; Maggie Jenkins, or- Jefferson.
,
fifty applications will be re- Bell. '. •.•'.'
^tyfsp^ches*\ she :;thinks they^ were gan; Max Noah,.cpnductor.,
Horns:
Nell
Turner,
Macon;
Nan
servedv places at 'the camp. This Segiiidilla—Albeniz—Nellie Butler.
#,W;AA*;A; A'A
«inspireidl;:by'iher aiorie.\She pretend®
Buy your.Christmas Gifts at
Gardner, Locust Grove. •
number will be increased, in pro- Romance in F major op. 28—Schu(a|f^;,weeks* "option oh his .affecTrumpets: Norma Underwood, portion to the success; of the first mann; Novelette in E op. 21—1
:;|ions:;]is";tantamount to a life term
Oglethorpe; Mary Ford, Utica, season of camping. With the inter- Schumann—Willie Lou Sumner.
New York; Shirley Beasley, At- est that has been aroused in the Valse Brilliante — .Mana Zucca—
lKiflij«iv;.:-y ,''••:•
Where ydur patronage is
I w W f ;»!
project a very successfulfirst sea- Dorothy McCarthy.
lantarT' r " ; ." ;'.:
greatly appreciated ,
''•'.'••• Menuet et Gavotte—St. Saens—
Trombones, Marian Bell, Hosch- son is, anticipated.
- Dr. Amanda Johnson' entertained
Dorothy McCarthy, Forence Nunn.
members of the History clu.b on ton; Virginia McWhorter, Decatur.
Tuba:
Lewis
.Norwood,
MilledgeW^ednesday^ night, December 7,
!
';'•:'•
•"'.•-:••
••'/
:••'•_
';•
Rosamunde^Schubert.
|Jc|;
K'i;Miliedgeviile;:
-Ga;'.'
;
•
with a • Christmas banquet in thev i l l e . , • :
l8(,<1ffjK:;i(':'ii .i. i, .''(;i,
Pianist:. Dorpthy
McCarthy, German Dance-:Karl Ditters von
tea room. The tables: were decbrat?
Dittersdorf.
;'
, v,
\
'•/,•..*'••;{
•Mn^i^-Tm^Bv^
Dec; 14-15 ed with carnations and Christmas White Oak.
Air—Alfred Pochon.
,r
l|S#g#: •^wlii^i' Jit'iin-; )Criavirfo<^|.!'iiid:* '•'..'; favors, carrying out the'holiday The program was:
WISHES YOU A\.
Minuet—Michael
Haydn;
J
r
: ; :
S f I it31ark; Gable': ri; '. -,:
Try our new solution which
mo|if.'
'• •'•';.'•{'••,'::•'••'•, • . ' ' ; '
\'.'.:y'xp
Waltz in A—Johannes,Brahms.
will absolutely give you a good
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Following the reading of the
Ifiiiliii: jl^;>toyE : 6 N A T H E ; ' R U N " ' . Christmas
permaneijt regardless of texture
story
by
Ala
Jo
Brew» » *
of hair.
ton, club president, the dinner
<;;Wednesday; Dec.1.16
School of Medicine
;
, PHONE 27
course was served;' The program,
AA^-i Mary (Astoria',.•/
:
^'..DURHAM;' N ; : C . , , ' A V A
! planned:by members of the club,
' ^ H E LADY FROM
Let us block and clean your V
; ::
included
a
reading
by
Roxanna
A:;:V-:ANOWHERE"'; :
Four years Pf eleven ^veeks are
Austin, a piano. selection by Cor- giveh: each;year. These may bo
knitted suit v
WISHING YOU A MERRY
nelia
Montgomery,
and
^a
ChristCHRISTMAS AND A • HAPPY
taken consecutively ! (graduation
Thur^ay and Friday, Dec. 17-18
mas
skit.
An
interesting
phase
pf
:
v
,'''>::NEW.,YEAR':''. ;"•
in -three and one quarter years) or
'l|f;:;^Dick^I^wcU\'and -'' •.
!S«i''fia>;':|'v ;Aj
the program included: brief resumes three terms may be • taken each
;
:
: :
;
A 1IS:'. •;'Joan :: B16ndeli: in'•;•"•
Mmi
•JBut remember -that some of
of; Christmas in foreign lands.
I t s wis* :-'ii, ?'•'
year (graduation in four years):.
$$% gf STAGE: "STRUCK".:.. , :s
those beautiful gifts at
In addition: to the: club niembers The phtrance requirements are in>
, ' l i , " , " , j , : , ' • . . ..•. i .,:.'..":'' '.'.
"' ' . ' . ' ' " ,.'"
the: following -special guests were: telligence, character arid!vat liBast
ilps
||||:^t^day;sPocembefAl
invited:
Dr. and Mrs.; Wells, Dr: twp^ years of college^ iwprk, :includ||I;s:fEforoth;y^::Ijampur';1n-r;' •.
Your patrpnage has been greatand^'Mrs. Beeson,; Dr. : a n d j t r s . hig ihte sub jects: specifiejl ifor Grade
Compliments of
iE^UN^tE^PiiNCESS^A'''
ly appreciated, and we are
5
Taylor, Dr. a^" Mrs; K
A;?miedical::scho:o&:':^
Will
add
greatly
to
your
wishing ffor you a Merry
Mri^;;M.:::;:M;::vParks,;;;Miss^ :ap|lipatipn?|torriis^ ;'may;. jbe ^fetained;
pleasure
ChristmasJ
Ethels Adahisi^Misrlda'! EPuhd;!ahd 'ivmiivthe 'ADtslariisS^^S^w^^'i:1*
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Concert Orchestra
In First Recital
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Lake Burton to Be
G. S, C. W. Camp Site New Year's Resolution

Choral Group
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Piano Recital
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Dr. Johnson

ROSE'S
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Miraline Beauty
Shoppe

CULVER and KIDD
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DukeUhive^
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SNOW'S:'!
Excellent Dry Cleaning ~-Prompt
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Protective Cleaners

WOOTTEN'S
BOOK STORE

BABB'S
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